
SOLUTION to SUMMER WONDER 
GINGKO GOLDEN LEAF MYSTERY



Original Plan: Hide the GOLDEN GINGKO LEAF

• CLUES
❑ Central Prison
❑ Blind/Poor Eyesight 
❑ Heart shape
❑ Carousel
❑ Ballfields 
❑ Tunnel
❑ Famous NCSU Tree

• NOTE: take treasure hunters on a tour of what they would 
pass if coming from Vault Craft Beer

• Do a surrounding building ‘shadow’ to narrow the search
• Use an article published about the NCSU tree with letters 

italicized to spell out the exact location
• Later hints to include GPS coordinates and vantage points 

from parking garages and buildings

(all a Red Herring) 



DOCTOR LETTER RECEIVED IN VAULT MAILBOX THIS PAST APRIL (Hand delivered? Was there any video footage? What hospital?) 

To Whom This May Concern,

I am reaching out to you because your information was the only possible contact information we could find on a patient recently brought into a local ER. The patient has a 

head trauma and a serious bout of amnesia. I assess that he may even be delusional. If you are not family or friend then it appears you may be connected to whatever happen 

to this patient.

While trying to get information from him such as his identification, what has happened to him, mobility, pains, etc., one of my nurses discovered a note on the ER floor that 

must have come out of his pocket while he was transferred between beds. I have included a copy of this note with a few things redacted that I may want to only reveal if you 

are family or a friend. Others may be involved. I sure hope you are not an accomplice to whatever has happened.

The police have already investigated, listing him as a John Doe.

Being a bit of an amateur sleuth (and since the police seem to have put this on a low priority hold until he can be identified), I have some thoughts. Here are some things I 

have noted. In times of consciousness the patient rambles about things. He mostly says, “I was followed” and “lost it, karma caught me.” I think he may have even said 

something like kingold? “Must get back kingold” he said many times. Other things said of note: “it could still be out there,” “someone’s following me,” and “not the drop.” Of 

course, I have no idea what any of this could reference. Maybe this makes some sense to you? If he is what I have assumed from all this, then he is a thief or an accomplice to 

a theft, and something has gone wrong. Maybe that accounts for his head injury and condition? For the integrity of HIPPA laws, this is about all I can communicate at this 

time. 

Another police investigator has come by recently to see if there is anything else they can do. Since no other crime besides the alleged assault has been committed - that anyone 

is aware of - the patient remains in our care as a John Doe. Strange how no family or friends have contacted the hospital looking for him or that there has been no missing 

persons reported that fits his description. I did not show the authorities the note we found. It may not even belong to this patient. 

Forgive me, I’d like to stay anonymous for now. I surely do not want to get caught up in anything that may be nefarious. And withholding this note from the investigator could 

have been a mistake.

I can be contacted at this email address: rollgreathits(theroastgrill)@feverfewdillonnope(findflowerenvelope).com

Confidentially,

Dr. Sleuth



NOTE FROM UNKNOWN DOCTOR FOUND ON THE ER FLOOR BY A NURSE  (allegedly not reported to the police)

(Gabriel Eng | look him up and see his Instagram handle) 

(BIKE 8 sign next to the spot) 
(BLUE POT RUMAH blue pot is at the park at this business 

adjacent to RSP and this is where the thief left the leaf ) 

(Begs the questions: Was Gabriel the thief? The Picker? An Accomplice? Just an Innocent Artist? I think the real thief is still out there and may strike again) 



John Doe

WakeMed ER

Unidentified Male 

w/ Head Trauma

Ral. Sp. Unit
R-048

4/19/2023

Blue shorts (wearing)

    White tank top (wearing)

(4) Paper Face coverings 

(8) Fugazi Stickers

N/A

None found

Blunt Weapon
J.D. may be a victim of an 

assault w/ indications of being 

struck with a blunt object

M25/30

DNBl

Street Side

N/A N/A

C
TBD

None 

Reporting

Q*9J3*9G

OPEN

Head Trauma N/A

R-048 Howe Abel 

27603200 Block of E. Lane Street

(This is the light signal box code at that intersection) 

(FUGAZI STICKER at the site) 

(Raleigh’s Smallest Park unit) 

(Q9J3+9G is a Map Plus Code that puts you across the street) 

(corner of West & Hillsborough Streets also  Wye Hill Red Herring) 

(Able Plumbing shows up nearby on the Google Maps) 

(DO NOT BLOCK big letters at the site) 



SparkConQuest 2023
October 9th through 15th

https://sparkconquest2023.eventbrite.com

Over the course of 1 week, October 9 - 15, 2023, registered treasure hunters will receive clues in their email 
once or twice a day to help solve and discover the location of the 2023 coin hidden in Downtown Raleigh

$250+ Prize
The coin is publicly accessible ~ The coin is outside ~ The coin is visible ~ The coin is NOT buried

Visit www.sparkconquest.com for rules and solutions to past SCQ treasure adventures

https://sparkconquest2023.eventbrite.com/
http://www.sparkconquest.com/
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